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NEW QUESTION: 1
A project manager is working on a multiphase networking
project. Phase 1 is scheduled to finish next month.
Phase 2 Is in the initiation phase and the budget approval
is past due. However, the project manager has a strategy in
place for approval.
What should the project manager use to monitor this and help
ensure a delay does not impact project performance?
A. Assumption log
B. Issue log
C. Action log
D. Change log
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You use SQL Server 2014 Enterprise Edition.
Your database contains a partitioned table named AuditData.
AuditData is partitioned by year. Partition 1 contains data
from the year 2010 and prior.
Management has decided to archive all AUDITDATA records from
2010 and prior.
Management wants the records to be removed from the database
entirely and provided to the backup team as a zipped text file.
The data must no longer reside in the database.
There is very little tolerance for performance degradation in
your environment. You need to remove all 2010 and prior data
from the AuditData table by using the least amount of system
resources possible. Develop the solution by selecting and
arranging the required SQL actions in the correct order.
You may not need all of the actions.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Note:
- Create a new partitioned table with the partition function
you want, and then insert the data from the old table into the
new table by using an INSERT INTO...SELECT FROM statement.
- SPLIT RANGE ( boundary_value )
Adds one partition to the partition function. boundary_value
determines the range of the new partition, and must differ from
the existing boundary ranges of the partition function. Based
on boundary_value, the Database Engine splits one of the
existing ranges into two.
Of these two, the one where the new boundary_value resides is
considered the new partition.
- BCP can be used top produce the zipped text file.
- Example: plitting a partition of a partitioned table or index
into two partitions The following example creates a partition
function to partition a table or index into four partitions.
ALTER PARTITION FUNCTION splits one of the partitions into two
to create a total of five partitions.
CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION myRangePF1 (int)
AS RANGE LEFT FOR VALUES ( 1, 100, 1000 );
GO
-Split the partition between boundary_values 100 and 1000
-to create two partitions between boundary_values 100 and 500
--and between boundary_values 500 and 1000.
ALTER PARTITION FUNCTION myRangePF1 ()
SPLIT RANGE (500);

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which Cisco Unified CM service is installed by default and

authenticates certificates on behalf of IP phones and other
endpoints?
A. Cisco Certificate Authority Proxy Function
B. Cisco CTL Provider
C. Cisco CallManager
D. Cisco TFTP
E. Cisco Trust Verification
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A user needs access to files within a shared folder on a Linux
server. The user is mapped to the folder but cannot access the
files. Which of the following tools should the technician use
to give the user access to these files? (Select two.)
A. chown
B. netshare
C. groups
D. apt-get
E. chmod
F. passwd
Answer: A,E
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